
Silenzio™ - B65x-C Series

Simple, clear controls

Up and down arrows

for easy temperature

selection.

Panel lock function

to avoid unwanted

changes.

Four preset temperatures.

More accessible with

simple key sequence.

Unobtrusive, logo-free

plain black top

Mounts in simple,

rectangular cut-out 

Thermal design allows for

fanless, silent operation

Simple, clear controls

Up and down arrows

for easy temperature

selection.

Panel lock function

to avoid unwanted

changes.

Four preset temperatures.

More accessible with

simple key sequence.

Stainless steel

housing

Unobtrusive, logo-free

plain black top

Thermal design allows for

fanless, silent operation

Portable counter-top

design for greater flexibility

Low-profile design

Easily drops in to simple, square

cut-out in counter-top of your

choice - stone, stainless steel,

wood, etc.

Incogneeto™ - B65x-U Series

Magneeto™ 2

Above: Incogneeto™ units

mounted into third party

cabinet.

Left: Incogneeto™ unit with

control box

Truly amazing!  See a stone counter-top magically become a

heated buffet table.

The CookTek® Incogneeto™ induction buffet warmer is designed

to be installed directly underneath any natural stone or

engineered stone counter-top 3/4” - 1 1/4” (20-30mm thick).

No holes, no cutting, and no drilling required.  The unit is

mounted on a rail system, which is attached to plywood (strips

or substrate, depending on stone thickness) affixed to the

underside of the counter-top.

The key to the system is the patent pending Magneeto™ 2.

This trivet-like device is used on the upper surface of the

counter-top to locate the induction heat zone.  A flashing

red LED indicates proper placement.  Dish temperature is

taken and communicated to the unit below.  The

Magneeto™ 2 also acts as a key, so that even if left on no

heating will occur without it in place.

The unit offers a number of temperature selections from a

range of 85-190°F / 30-88°C.  Any suitably sized induction

compatible dish (of suitable diameter) can be used

on top of the Magneeto™ 2.  Use beautiful enamel

cast ironware or traditional chafing dishes to

create the right ambiance for your guests’ buffet

dining experience.

The counter-top itself is not heated as long as it

contains no significant amounts of magnetic

material.  CookTek® approves use of the system

with all natural and engineered stone counter tops

when installed in accordance to its best practices

guide.

Silenzio™ - B65x-D Series
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Simply Elegant

CookTek® Buffet Holding Systems
CookTek®’s induction buffet warming systems provide holding accuracy and
flexibility, unthinkable with other technologies or other brand induction
equipment.  How so?  CookTek®’s innovation and embedded technical wizardry,
carefully thought out and applied to demanding real-world situations.  Part of the
Incogneeto™ system alone boasts a staggering 27 patent claims.

CookTek® offers three different buffet product platforms, each with different
user’s needs in mind.

Silenzio™ B65x-D models are unobtru-

sive, plain black, tempered glass

topped drop-in units.  The low wattage

of these units allows them to run

silently - important in a buffet setting.

Silenzio™ B65x-C models offer the

benefits of the D models, but in a

portable, free-standing housing for

greater buffet line flexibility.

Incogneeto™ B65x-U models allow

incredible under-stone buffet hold-

ing.  It’s so unobtrusive, we call it

the Incogneeto™.


